Parp1 Deficiency Confers Defects in Chromatin Surveillance and Remodeling During Reprogramming by Nuclear Transfer.
Accumulating evidence suggests that cloned mice production by the injection of a somatic cell nucleus into an enucleated oocyte is inefficient. DNA damage and chromatin remodeling failures that occur during embryogenesis following nuclear transfer (NT) might explain the poor development of cloned embryos. To avoid these problems, it is important to elucidate somatic chromatin remodeling after NT. Because polyADP-ribosylation, which is catalyzed mainly by poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 (Parp1), is a major post-translational modification that facilitates DNA repair and chromatin remodeling, we examined the effects of Parp1 deficiency in developing NT embryos. Parp1 was located within the pseudo-pronuclei (PPN) of NT eggs. We observed that NT eggs, after activation by Sr2+, formed PPN with significantly more efficiency in Parp1-null embryos than in wild-type NT embryos. However, most the Parp1-null embryos stopped developing by the four-cell stage. Immunostaining for γH2AX foci, a marker of DNA double strand breaks, showed longer retention in the PPN of Parp1-/- donor NT embryos than in wild-type NT embryos, suggesting that, in the absence of Parp1, DNA breaks are slowly repaired and consequently, entry into the S phase might be delayed. Furthermore, decreases in histone H3 acetylation, H3 monomethylation at lysine 4, and H3 trimethylation at lysine 27 after the Sr2+ activation step were observed in the PPN of Parp1-/- donor embryos. Taken together, our data suggest that Parp1 is involved in the plastic remodeling of chromatin structure after NT by supporting DNA repair and specific histone code modifications.